
Summary
This specification details how to supply your digital route or trail data to ViewRanger for us to bulk 
import into our route database http://my.viewranger.com for consumption by ViewRanger Outdoor 
GPS mobile app users.  The ViewRanger app can navigate the route, triggering text, audio or video 
as you reach each way points.

Our bulk upload service
If you have 30 or more routes, we can normally provide a bulk load of your data into our database 
for free.  But before you spend too much time preparing your data, just send us some example data, 
of a couple or routes, and we can take a look and advise on how best for you to start preparing it for 
us.  Example data would normally consist of; a .GPX file, text file, images and a PDF file.

What is a route or trail in ViewRanger?
A route normally consists of a line on the map (the course or the route), text, images, way point 
icons and even audio and video clips.  A route does not include the map.  Users can use the free 
Open mapping or purchase premium maps such as Ordnance Survey maps to use with the route.

The fields in a route consist of;
Title, category, difficulty, length, surface, parking and facilities, tags, short description, long 
description, route summary image and price in ViewRanger credits, waypoint name and number, 
waypoint description and image and optional waypoint icon such as a windmill, for example.

What data we need from you
The route line or trace, which is normally provided by a .GPX file or .KMZ (which can be 
converted to a .GPX file).  Text, pictures, icon names, any additional multimedia content and PDF 
files.

What is GPX?  GPX (the GPS eXchange Format) is a light-weight XML data format for the 
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interchange of GPS data between applications and web services on the Internet.  There a three types
of GPX files; tracks, waypoints and routes.  A track gpx would normally consist of a track trace 
only; so just a line on the map.  The track could be embellished with a separate waypoint gpx file 
containing text and image file names.  We would combine these files together to create the route.  
Sometimes the tracks and waypoints are included in the same .GPX file.   A route gpx file would 
contain all the information (trace, waypoints, text and image filenames) into one gpx file.  But are 
not likely to have a route gpx file.

If you don't have a gpx file then the route line would need to be created manually by some means.  
Send us all the data you have and we could advise on how best to create the gpx files.

Control file
As much information as possible should be within the gpx file.  Additional information can be put 
into a spreadsheet control file.   Each of your routes should be uniquely identified by you with your 
own supplier id.  This allows you to quote the id if querying about a route.  Also, if you re-issue a 
route, supplying the id in the re-issue allows us to update the appropriate route.  

Here is an example control file
supplier_id, route_name, route_short_description, route_long_description, length, category
acme_0001,”Bristol walk”,”my short description.”,”my long description.”,10.02km,walk
acme_0002,”Over the Downs”,”my short description.”,”my long description.”,7.01km,run

You can supply as much information as you like.  The control file should be saved as UTF8 .csv 
format.

Pictures
Photos can be on a 3rd party server or on our server if you supply the picture files in .jpg or .png file 
format.  The file size should be around 300 kb at the most.  File size can be greatly reduced using 
.jpg format and reducing the quality to 90% which would have no noticeable difference to the 
viewer.   The picture file name must be referenced in the gpx file or the control file.  Copyright 
information should also be included.

When a route is downloaded in the ViewRanger app the user is asked if they wish to cache the 
content for later off line use.

PDF
For use to get a feel for how you like your routes laid out, send us example PDF (or paper leafets or 
books) of your routes.

Summary
I hope this document was of some use but remember the golden rule – send us a small sample set of
data of one or two routes (.GPX, text, images and PDFs) before you spend too much time preparing 
it, so we can advise how best to proceed.
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